REVOLUTION AWT • ANIMAL WELFARE TRANSPORT

All Aluminum Construction
Climate Controlled
Improves Animal Welfare
Easy Loading & Unloading

Easy Cleaning
Easy to Operate
Minimal Operator Effort

LIFT LOADING

A Canadian built customized livestock trailer.
RAMP

One of Walinga’s core
competencies is automated
control systems. One such
system monitors and logs trailer
humidity and temperature.
The system alerts the driver who then
manually adjusts electrically driven
blinds and fan speeds via in-cab tablet or
remote. Option a fully automated
monitoring system and the unit
automatically adjusts to maintain an
optimal environment based upon
continuous monitoring.

LIFT LOADING

Working directly with customers
during concept, design, production and post
production stages produced a highly efficient,
user friendly trailer. The trailer above incorporated
both a roll-up lower and top deck barn door on DS with
a second full height barn door on CS. Specified features
that facilitate quicker unloading at locations that can
manage this. Three levels, each with five sections, provide
pen space in excess of 1120 sq ft., that’s more animals per
load. The bogie, controls, doors, ramps, and more are all
sourced or built domestically.

RAMP LOADING

LIFT Interior: Standard feature: Hydraulically assisted decks
and roof panels lift out of the way for easy clean-out.

Controlled by remote or in-cab tablet, both AWT
units incorporate electronically driven blinds that
provide natural ventilation, controlling humidity
and temperature inside the unit.
RAMP Interior: Standard feature: Hydraulically assisted
decks, roof panels and ramps lift out of the way for easy
clean-out.

SPECIFY 2, 3, 4 or 5 LEVELS [weaners, feeders, market,breeding stock]

THREE RAMP ACCESSIBLE LEVELS

LIFT ACCESS TO EACH LEVEL

SINGLE OR DOUBLE ROOFTOP DOORS & FLOORS OPEN ALLOWING FOR EASIER HANDLING & REMOVALS

ROOFTOP DOORS & FLOORS OPEN FOR EASIER HANDLING AND REMOVALS

MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC WEATHER BARRIERS, SIDE ACCESS DOOR

RAMP LOADING
LOADING

MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC WEATHER BARRIERS, SIDE ACCESS DOOR

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

AWT•

ANIMAL
WELFARE
TRAILER

Ventilation systems, adjustable blinds and access to water
(drinking nipples/water misters) minimize animal stress during
transport. Specify a LIFT•AWT model with 2, 3, 4 or 5 levels
dependent upon usage (weaners, feeders, market, breeding
stock). Specify the RAMP•AWT 3 level hog model for maximized transport efficiencies and animal welfare. Every Walinga
component is resolved to withstand the continuous hard
use while maximizing animal welfare and bio-security.

Manually operated, hydraulically
assisted roof and interior floor
panels lift to ease handling and
expedite clean-outs or removals.
Roof can be retracted for
increased ventilation.
Partition systems provide safer
and more comfortable animal
transport. Intelligently designed
for easier loading, unloading and
clean outs. It’s all in the details,
maximized to minimize
operator effort.
Controlled via in cab tablet or
remote, forced air ventilation
throughout all AWT units helps
prevent animal overheating and
dehydration. Another feature
intended to lower animal stress.
Water distribution throughout the
trailer (drinking nipples) ensure
livestock remain cool and
hydrated during transport.

Mister wash systems are standard
equipment. Structural details, like
capped tubing, eliminate hard to
reach hiding places for feed or
animal waste.

STANDARD
FEATURES
Steel bogie

Manually operated horizontal curtains/blinds
One rear door
One side access door
Hydraulically assisted flip up ramps/floors
Hydraulically assisted roof openings
TruckliteTM splice-less electrical harness
Aluminum controls cabinet
Air ride suspension

OPTIONAL
FEATURES
Aluminum bogie

Powered horizontal curtains/blinds
UHMW Curtain/blind upgrade
Remote controlled cooling fans
Water distribution system
Misting system
On board power (batteries)
120V Charger
Wireless handheld remote
Advanced control pkg.
Camera monitoring system
Temperature and humidity monitoring system
Wash ports
Sign box
Tire carrier
Hubdometers
Custom toolboxes
Configurable doors
Disinfectant system
Blow gun & 8’ Air wand
Custom Interior & Exterior LED lighting
Custom paint finishes
and more....
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REVOLUTION

Walinga presents the REVOLUTION AWT
(Animal Welfare Transport). Designed to
be easier on the animal, easier to load and
unload, easier clean-outs and easy on fuel,
the Revolution AWT incorporates years of
live transport expertise. Advanced
partition designs manage animal
proximity and density.

#ONELEGENDARYTRAILER

